
Determinantal Point Process (DPP):

- DPP is used for subset ( ) selection
- Summarization is modeled as subset selection
- Models negative correlations
- Successful in document summarization

Formulation:

- Partition the video into disjoint sets, … T
- Construct kernel L for shots in the partition
- Denote by the shots in the

partition:
DPP defines a discrete probability distribution
over a subset selection Variable Y,

- Two layers of DPPs for each partition:
1) Z-layer: query-relevant summarization
2) Y-layer: contextual summarization

- Condition DPPs through time/hierarchy
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Extractive video summarization:

Select frames/shots:
- individually important
- collectively diverse

Why video summarization?

Too much video:
- YouTube: 300 hours video uploaded per

minute
- Body worn cameras (egocentric)
- UAV/drones
- Security cameras

We CAN’T watch all!

Query-Focused summarization:

Video summarization is subjective!

Include user preferences into the framework

Different summaries for the same video

Video Summarization What’s NEW
Input:

- Video
- Query

Query?

Query is a list of concepts that the
user is interested in. cars, flowers,
etc.

Output:

Query-relevant + contextual summary

Applications:

- Obtain video snippets in search
engines

- Content-aware video summ-
arization

Some clarifications

Car
Children
Drink 
Flowers
Street
Area
Food
Water

(a) Input: Video & Query (c) Output: Summary(b) Algorithm: Sequential & Hierarchical Determinantal Point Process (SH-DPP)

Important & diverse shots 

Query-relevant, important, 
& diverse shots 

Framework

1) UT Egocentric 2) TV Episodes
- 4 videos - 4 videos
- Each 3~5 hours - Each ~45 mins

- Dense text annotations available for both

Training:
- MLE on joint probability distribution
- Learn linear embedding for each summarization layer

Test:
- Approximate online inference

Datasets/Training/Testing
Experimental Setup:
- Train on 3 videos
- Test on the remaining video

New evaluation metric:
- Hitting recall: ratio of 

query-relevant shots in the system
summary to GT.
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Experimental Setup/Results

Inputs:
- Video
- Query

Advantages:

- Each layer has its own DPP kernel
- Kernels are learned during training
- Useful for streaming videos

two concept

Query1

Query2
Summary2

Summary1

T

Features:

- Sentibank features 
+

- Mean correlation of low level features


